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Hi Marnie

Thank you for your email and your new contact details and times when you will be
unavailable.  

I appreciate that you will be waiting on other parties to get back to you - I just wanted to
make sure nothing had come from the site visit that we could respond to now.  

I have attached a letter prepared on behalf of the applicant responding in detail to the
points raised by the Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust in their memorandum.  I
have also attached to this email the attachments referred to in the response letter that were
not included in the consent application and AEE lodged with Council (i.e, I have not
attached the LVIA Report or appendices as these were part of the consent application).

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments regarding the response to the
Trust’s memorandum.

Kind regards 

Chris

Chris Hansen
RMA Planning Consultant/Company Director
Chris Hansen Consultants Ltd
220 Ross Road, RD7
Whakamarama,Tauranga 3179
ph: 02102645108

 

On 14/07/2021, at 11:39 AM, Marnie Rydon
<Marnie.Rydon@kapiticoast.govt.nz> wrote:

Kia ora Chris
 
Don’t have a huge update just yet as I am waiting on other parties to get back to
me. Was really helpful to get out onsite and see everything.
 
Confirmed with Incite yesterday my email address will be marnie@incite.co.nz and
contact by mobile 027 326 5344.
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Kia ora Madie  
 
RE: ĀTIAWA KI WHAKARONGOTAI CAHRITABLE TRUST RESPONSE TO THE OTAIHANGA ESTATES 
SUBDIVISION [RM 210147] 
 
Thank you for your email of 20 June 2021 providing Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust’s Memorandum 
responding to the proposed subdivision for the Otaihanga Estates located at 48 & 58 Tieko Street; 131, 139 & 
147 Otaihanga Road, Paraparaumu.  The response below addresses the questions and recommendations in the 
order raised in paragraph numbers identified in the memorandum.    
 
Paragraph 3 a. -  The Trust had previously requested that the Applicant provide a response to our Mana 
Whenua Assessment including; clearly addressing the concerns and recommendations the Trust had raised / 
made. Whether the Applicant will adopt recommendations or not and if the Applicant does not intend to adopt 
these recommendations, the Trust requests that they provide an explanation for doing so. The Trust has yet to 
receive this response, however the Applicant has noted that they are happy to comply with the Trust’s previous 
requests.  
 
Response:  
The applicant received the Trust’s previous Mana Whenua Assessment on 20 December 2019 and 
acknowledged receipt of this assessment by email on 23 December 2019 (to Te Rangimārie Williams who had 
prepared the assessment) – copy attached.  In that email the applicant also acknowledged there were a 
number of recommendations and further information requested and identified many of the matters raised 
would be considered by the assessments being undertaken at the time (which included water and drainage 
matters, an ecological assessment, a landscape assessment and further detail on the design of the subdivision).   
 
A number of matters were also clarified in relation to: monitoring and accidental discover protocols (which 
were anticipated to be included in the Heritage NZ authorisations); a commitment to assess mechanisms to 
legally protect the wetlands; confirmation the Muaupoko Stream is not on the site; and a confirmation that 
wastewater will be reticulated to the Council’s nearby system.  
 
The applicant acknowledges that there has been a time lapse since the earlier proposal and the Mana Whenua 
assessment provided by the Trust.  As the AEE accompanying the resource consent application recognises, the 
introduction of the NPS Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) in September 2020 meant the wetland areas on 
the site had to be reassessed, and the proposed subdivision design has been substantially changed to ensure 
all earthworks and infrastructure (i.e. internal roads and wastewater/stormwater) comply with the buffers 
required by the National Environmental Standards Freshwater (NES-F). 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 1 (in table) - The Trust requests that the Applicant works with Ātiawa to seek ways in which the 
identity of Ātiawa can be reflected through the development including by utilising within the development 
existing Ātiawa names of sites, features and areas on or surrounding the Site. 
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Response: 
As acknowledged in the response to Paragraph 3 a. (above), the applicant has indicated they are happy to 
comply with the Trust’s previous requests, which included seeking ways in which the identify of Ātiawa can be 
reflected through the development.  The applicant is keen to have some guidance from the Trust on how this 
might be achieved, and would like to meet with a representative(s) of the Trust to work through ways this 
might be achieved. 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 2 (in table) -  The Applicant’s archaeologist undertakes a monitoring programme to determine 
the likelihood or otherwise of archaeological sites on Site and to guide prospective land purchasers as to 
whether or not a further archaeological authority is required to develop their property. The Trust requests that 
opportunity is provided to the Trust to undertake a karakia prior to the monitoring programme beginning and 
that an iwi monitor to be on Site during the monitoring programme in accordance with Ātiawa’s Cultural 
Monitoring Protocols (Appendix B, Kaitiakitanga Plan).  


 
Response: 
As identified in the AEE accompanying the consent application (Section 5.7.1), the applicant has an 
archaeological authorisation (No. 2020/378) for the initial geotechnical investigations (undertaken in February 
2020) and the earthworks for the proposed subdivision.   The authorisation required the applicant’s 
archaeologist to prepare an Archaeological Management Plan which includes a monitoring programme.    
 
As a result of the changes in the design and layout of the subdivision to comply with the NPS-FM, the applicant 
has had further discussions with Heritage NZ regarding the authorisation and the Archaeological Management 
Plan.  The applicant has been advised by Heritage NZ (through discussions with Kathryn Hurren) that as the 
scale and footprint of the earthworks has been substantially reduced, the applicant’s existing authorisation is 
still valid.  However, Heritage NZ has asked the applicant to update the Archaeological Management Plans with 
the new proposed subdivision layout and resubmit this plan to Heritage NZ.  The applicant will do this should 
the consents be granted by the Councils. 
 
The applicant would be appreciative if the Trust would undertake a karakia on site prior to the beginning of the 
monitoring programme.  The Preliminary Erosion and Sediment Control Plan submitted with the application 
states: “The initial setup works will commence following a hui with iwi to identify any areas of particular 
significance.” 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 3 (in table) - In the event any earthworks on the Site uncovers kōiwi tangata, then the Trust 
reserves its rights to reconsider our position on the Development.  


 
Response: 
 
The applicant notes and understands this position. 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 4 (in table) - The Trust is provided the opportunity to respond to results from the geotechnical 
and archaeological test pits prior to earthworks for the subdivision infrastructure commencing. This is 
particularly important should any archaeological sites be uncovered.  


 
Response: 
The geotechnical test pit investigations were undertaken in February 2020.  I have attached an interim report 
prepared by the applicant’s archaeologist (dated 2 March 2020) on the archaeology finds from these test pit 
investigations.  The applicant is happy to receive any comments or questions the Trust may have regarding the 
findings.  A revised Archaeological Assessment (dated 22 February 2021) has also been provided with the AEE 
accompanying the KCDC consent applications.  Please note that this revised assessment was based on an 
earlier subdivision scheme plan which is similar in concept to the final scheme consents have been applied for.  
A copy of this revised Archaeological Assessment can be provided if required. 
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Paragraph 3 a. 5 (in table) - The Trust requests that wetlands and dune systems are legally protected from 
future development through covenants.  


 
Response: 
The applicant proposes to prepare draft consent conditions for consideration by both Councils to demonstrate 
how some of the mitigations proposed will be implemented.  Because legally protecting the wetland or dune 
area by land covenants is a function of LINZ at the time of issuing titles for the subdivision and not a resource 
consent matter, the applicant is proposing an Advice Note be placed on the consent, should it be granted, that 
requires land covenants to be placed on those land titles that include a wetland, and no build or land 
disturbance areas on dunes.  The Applicant is willing to accept a resource consent condition requiring it to 
lodge consent notices on the new titles to this effect.  Suggested wording can be provided when available. 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 6 (in table) - Confirmation of the open space that will be provided through the Development.  


 
Response: 
The proposed subdivision scheme has two distinct areas – the northern area is rural life-style lots, and the 
southern area is residential lots.  In the northern area, open space is provided through the protection and 
improvement of the wetland areas, the provision of the 1ha skink habitat around the northern most wetland, 
the retention of kānuka stands, and the size of the lots. 
 
In the southern area, a community park (Lot 105) has been provided in consultation with KCDC and the 
constructed wetland area (Lot 200) will also provide open space in this residential area.  It is proposed both of 
these open space areas be vested with Council.  The proposed subdivision also includes a shared use path 
through the entire site to provide linkages to existing paths along Otaihanga Rd and the Kapiti Expressway.  
 


Paragraph 3 a. 7 (in table) - An assessment of effects to freshwater quality.  


 
Response: 
Section 5 of the AEE accompanying the resource consent application identifies that potential freshwater 
quality effects can arise from earthworks through construction and in stormwater collected from roofs and 
access roads.    
 
In particular, sediment entering natural wetlands is discussed in Section 5.3.1 and 5.6.4 of the AEE.  This 
potential effect is addressed by ensuring earthworks are outside of the buffers required by the NPS-FM and 
managed through the preparation of an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, and management of the 
placement of unsuitable material and topsoil stockpiles. 
 
The potential for groundwater quality to be contaminated by the discharge of stormwater from roofs and 
access road entering groundwater is addressed in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.6.6 of the AEE.  Also, Section 12.6 of 
Wildlands Report assesses the likelihood of road-run-off containing contaminants such as heavy metals and 
hydrocarbons is low as access roads only service small areas and are not a through road.   
 
Awa Environmental have proposed stormwater solutions to ensure stormwater collected from roof and access 
roads do not contain contaminants that could enter the groundwater.  In the northern area, stormwater from 
roofs will discharge directly to an on-site soakage pit and conditions are to be placed on any consent granted 
that would control roof materials and paint used to ensure contaminants are avoided.  Stormwater collected 
from the access road will go into swales and then through a bio-infiltration device before discharge to ground.  
In the southern area, stormwater from roofs and access road will be collected in drains and discharged to the 
constructed wetland in Lot 200 which will be appropriately planted to filter out any contaminants before being 
discharged into KCDC’s current drainage system along Otaihanga Road. 
 
It is noted that freshwater quality is a matter GWRC will be considering as part of the regional consents 
required for the proposed subdivision. 
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Paragraph 3 a. 8 (in table) -  Details of any intended monitoring and adaptive measurements in relation to 
freshwater quality.  


 
Response: 
The proposed Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will include the monitoring of earthworks as part of 
construction activities to ensure no sediment is discharged to the natural wetlands.  The stormwater 
engineering solutions proposed by Awa (including the swales and bio-infiltration device in the northern area 
and constructed wetland in the southern area) will be handed over to KCDC for long-term management and 
operation.  With this handover Awa will prepare a maintenance and operations manual that will include 
monitoring of the systems to ensure they are performing to design standards. 
 


Paragraph 3 a. 9 (in table) - The Trust requests that the Applicant establish a planting plan that addresses the 
planting of appropriate native species on the main dune and explores protecting this area through covenants. 
The planting plan should also explore opportunities for native vegetation planting throughout the Site in open 
space areas where appropriate.  


 
Response: 
A planting plan is provided in the Appendix to the Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment Report 
accompanying the AEE (included as Appendix D).   
 
The applicant has committed to fencing a 10m buffer around natural wetlands where these are not already 
fenced within the site, removing pest weeds and undertake planting of appropriate wetland species prior to 
the subdivision and sale of the lots that include wetland areas.  The applicant has also undertaken to restore 
kānuka stands that are to be retained.  Other amenity planting is also proposed, as per the planting plan.  A 
copy of the LVIA and appendices will be provided under separate email (due to the size of these documents). 
 
Paragraph 3 a. 10 (in table) - The Applicant prepares an Erosion and Sediment Control Management Plan to be 
approved by Council that includes measures that will ensure adverse effects from sedimentation as a result of 
earthworks to nearby water bodies and the air are avoided  
 
Response: 
A Preliminary ESCP has been prepared and is included as Appendix C to the Engineering Infrastructure Report 
(Appendix I to the AEE).  A final ESCP will be prepared and finalised in consultation with the contractor and 
submitted to the Council for approval.  A condition of consent will be proposed to require a ESCP and the 
process for approval. 
 


Paragraph 3 b. - The Trust requests confirmation that the Proposed Wastewater management on Site is 
reticulated to the Council treatment system.  


 
Response: 
As previously confirmed in the applicants email dated 23 December 2019 and outlined in the Engineering 
Infrastructure Report accompanying the AEE, the proposed wastewater system will connect to the Councils 
existing reticulation system, and this system has capacity to accept the wastewater from the proposed 
subdivision. 
 


Paragraph 3 c. -  The Trust notes that the Applicant has provided a report from Wildlands regarding ecology of 
the Site, however the Trust still requests that the Applicant further elaborate on the impacts that the Proposed 
Works will have on the wetlands on Site. The Trust requires a clear explanation of how the Applicant intends to 
treat existing wetlands on the Site and / or create new wetlands. Whether the wetlands will be used to treat 
stormwater and if so, the effects of this use on the water quality within the wetlands and the ecosystems that 
rely on the wetlands. In particular, the Applicant should address whether the wetlands will be able to support 
taonga species such as tuna and kōkopu. If the wetlands are not being used to treat stormwater, then the 
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Applicant should further elaborate on the purpose of the wetlands and how they will support ecosystems and 
taonga species such as inanga, tuna and kōkopu.  


 
Response:  
Wildlands have considered the request from the Trust with regards to the capacity of the wetlands to support 
taonga species such as kōkopu and tuna and make the following comments: 
 


• “It is important to note that all the wetlands at the site are intermittent wetlands (i.e., they would only 
hold water for short periods during the year) and they have no connection to nearby watercourses.  
Inspection of a topographic map indicates that the closest watercourse is on the southern side of 
Otaihanga Road, although it is unlikely that the watercourse is permanent (i.e., flows year-round).  


• The proposed stormwater wetland at Lot 200 is likely to hold water during the wetter parts of the 
year, but this would not be suitable for fish species such as kōkopu and tuna.  Even if there was water 
all year round, it would be challenging for fish to reach the wetland.  If fish were physically introduced 
to the wetland, they are at risk if the wetland dries up. Moreover, tuna and kōkopu need to access the 
sea to complete their life cycles, which means any fish put into the wetland would effectively be 
landlocked.  


• Although the other four wetlands cannot support fish, with the proposed buffer planting there is the 
potential for them to support cryptic wetland bird species such as fernbird/mātātā and spotless 
crake/puweto, both of which prefer wetlands with dense, complex vegetation.” 


 


Paragraph 3 d. - The Trust requests that the proposed measures to protect and enhance the wetlands as 
outlined in section 12.5.1 of the Wildlands Report be adopted by the Applicant.  


 
Response: 
As discussed in Section 5.6 of the AEE, the applicant has adopted a number of measures to protect and 
enhance the wetlands as recommended by Wildlands in their report.  The applicant proposes to include these 
measures in draft consent conditions for the Councils to review. 
 


Paragraph 3 e. - The Trust has previously requested that impervious areas be avoided where possible, however 
with the change in development layout and the need for two roads now instead of one, the impervious area has 
increased. The Trust requests further information on how the Applicant intends to manage this and whether 
increasing the road density will increase flooding.  


 
Response: 
The impermeable area in the proposed subdivision design has decreased in size from 7,450m² in the initial 
layout, to 6,500m² in the proposed layout.  This includes the footpaths and allows for the existing 
impermeable area along the driveway. 
 
The Awa Flood Hazard Report (Appendix H of the AEE) addresses management of stormwater from the road in 
the northern area via swales and bio-filtration systems, and southern area via a constructed wetland.  The 
potential adverse effects of the roads are addressed in Section 5.4.2 of the AEE.   With the mitigations 
recommended by Awa, it has been determined that the Modelling results indicate the subdivision can be 
implemented with less than minor effects on surrounding flood levels and, within the subdivision, the 
proposed mitigation measures are sufficient to ensure the subdivision will not be flooded in a 100-YR ARI 
event including the impacts of climate change. 
 


Paragraph 3 f. - The Wildlands report notes that Approximately 9.74 hectares of lower-lying modified dune 
habitat will be adversely affected by the proposed development. The report also notes that there are no 
indigenous dune plant communities given the extent of modification by farming activities and the dominance of 
exotic plant species. In addition, the dunes are no longer functioning as ‘active dune systems’ due to the 
stabilising effect of pasture grass and exotic shelterbelts. The Trust understands that the Applicant intends to 
retain the dominant dunes at the Site and some of this dune will be planted with appropriate indigenous tree 
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and shrub species. Therefore, the Trust is satisfied that the Proposed Works will have less than minor impacts 
on the dune system on Site.  


 
Response: 
Comments noted. 
 


Paragraph 3 g. - The Trust is satisfied that the Applicant has identified that each lot has a potential building 
platform outside of the flood hazard areas and requests that the Applicant place a covenant on each title 
stating that they can only build within these areas to avoid flooding impacts on neighbouring properties.  


 
Response: 
Comments noted.  As discussed above, the applicant intends to propose an Advice Note on the consent, if it is 
granted, that requires land covenants to be placed on the title of the lots in the northern area that identifies 
no build areas. 
 


Paragraph 3 h. - The Trust is pleased that the Applicant has significantly reduced the amount of earthworks 
required on Site, however requests confirmation that the Applicant that our specific accidental discovery 
protocol will be adopted as a consent condition and is used in the event archaeological sites are uncovered 
during earthworks (see Appendix A, Kaitiakitanga Plan).  


 
Response: 
The applicant proposes that a condition of consent be imposed that requires accidental discovery protocol to 
be followed.  Appendix A of the Whakarongotai o te moana, Whakarongotai o te wā: Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai 
Kaitiakitanga Plan has specifically been referenced in the Preliminary Erosion and Sediment Control Plan. 
 


Paragraph 4 - These comments and recommendations are made by the Trust in response to the Proposed 
Works. The Trust will review all the further information provided by the Applicant in response to our requests 
and should these adhere to our suggestions then the Trust should have no reason to oppose the Proposed 
Works.  


 
Response: 
Comments noted. 
 
Concluding Statement 
 
I trust the above responses appropriately addresses the comments and recommendations made in the Trust’s 
memorandum. 
 
By way of going forward, it would be good to meet with you and/or representatives of the Trust to discuss the 
above matters, ideally as part of a site visit.   I will contact you shortly to discuss setting up such a meeting. 
 
Ngā mihi, 
 


 
 
 


Chris Hansen 
RMA Principal Planner 
E-mail: chris@rmaexpert.co.nz 
Mobile:  02102645108 
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Attachments: 


• Copy of email of 23 December 2019 
• Copy of Interim Archaeology Report on test pit investigations 
• Copy of LVIA and appendices (to be forwarded under separate email) 







Interim report Mansell subdivision Otaihanga Road, Waikanae, under Heritage NZ authority 2020/378





View of archaeology test pit 3 (by digger) looking south



Kevin L. Jones Archaeologist Ltd

6/13 Leeds Street

WELLINGTON 6011

kenx1000@gmail.com

1 March 2020




Introduction

This interim report covers the archaeological results of Geotech test pits carried out by RDCL 27, 28 February 2020. The position of the test pits was planned by RDCL apart from three wide-area test pits on hill or ridge crests towards the north end. Generally the Geotech test pits were 1.3 x 2.5 m and down to a depth of about 2.8 m. 



Geotech test pits with archaeology test pits 1-3.



TP5. Levelled area by road entry from Otaihanga Road. A thin 15 cm deep replacement topsoil over unweathered sand. Natural.

TP6. 25 cm of natural dark sandy loam topsoil over 40 cm of displaced sand and a thin buried  topsoil at 65 cm below surface. Disturbance may be from local blowout caused by window but human activity cannot be ruled out. Further investigation warranted on ridge immediately to the west.

  

TP6. Buried topsoil in section.



TP4. On crest of hill overlooking wetland to south adjacent to Otaihanga Road. Appox. 30 cm of dark sandy loam topsoil with a yellow brown subsoil to 60 cm. A natural dune soil, no disturbance. 



TP4.

TP3. In eastern part of wetland with sedge clumps. Approx. 20 cm of peaty loam topsoil on rotted peat to 50 cm. Grey anaerobic silts and water table at 1.6 m. Natural dune lake profile. 

TP1. Not dissimilar to TP3.

TP2. In benched area at foot of slope leading up to protected (earthworks excluded) dune ridge. 0-20 cm sandy loam topsoil, 20-50 grey sandy subsoil, 50+ cm brown sand. 

TP6. On margins of wetland area with sedge clumps, south side. In grass. 0-30 cm grey sandy loam with sandstone hoanga placed vertically. 30-50 cm grey brown subsoil sand. Grey sand and water table at 1.6 m.   

There is a more detailed description of the hoanga at the end of this report. 



TP6. Sandstone hoanga at centre.

TP7. On ridge south of prominent knoll and just north of unusual linear depression recorded as a dray track in the archaeological assessment. Irregular depression in subsoil filled with grey loam topsoil, probably a collapsed rabbit den. No charcoal, burnt stone, ash, burnt soil. 



TP7.

Arch test pit 1

Prominent knoll at NZTM E1770519 N5472043 area approx. 25 m2 stripped in two spits to surface of subsoil. 30 cm brown sandy loam topsoil deeper on north side. Light brown sand forms surface of subsoil. Small moist patches on surface of subsoil do not appear to be post holes.  Natural soils, no koiwi tangata, no outlines of pits.



Surface of subsoil in arch test pit 1, view to west.

TP8. Possible terrace just up hill to west. 0-20 cm grey sand loam topsoil. 20-30 cm y.br. subsoil sand. No trace of terrace fills.  

Arch test pit 2. On top highest point on Mansell property at NZTM 1770409 N5472092. Area 4 x 6 m. 0-20 cm dark sandy loam topsoil. 20-30 cm y.gr. sandy loam subsoil.  Natural soils, no koiwi tangata, no outlines of pits. No disturbance except some rabbit holes infilled and some voids.     



Arch test pit 2, surface of subsoil, view to west.

TP9. Far west of main summit crest. 0-25 grey sandy loam topsoil. 25 cm to base y.gr. sand with pine roots. Natural soil.

TP11. In green area in open NW facing basin, low-lying. 0-25  cm grey sandy loam topsoil. 25-45 brown sandy subsoil. 45 cm grey sand to water table at 1.4 m. Natural soil developed in intermittently wet area. 

    

TP11. 

TP10. At head of north-facing open gully and 30 m downslope from arch test pit 1. 0-40 cm grey loam topsoil, colluvial soil Matawhero type (steady accumulation of sediments and topsoil formation over 100s of years).  40-80 cm brown sandy subsoil some mottles. Water table at 1.8 m.   

TP12. On low dune tail in narrow valley floor. 0-25 cm grey sandy loam, 45 cm deep depression to one side. Y. gr. sand to water table at 2.1.  Natural soil no clear reason for depression.



TP12. Depression at left.

TP13. Part of low saddle to south of main northern wetland near the expressway. 0-25 modern brown sandy loam topsoil. 25-45 cm buried grey brown sandy loam with irregular interface to subsoil sand and frags of light y. br. sand brought up into the layer, a few charcoal lumps.  This fits a key criterion for determining that is a horticultural soil sealed by modern topsoil. 



TP13 showing detail of probable cultivated soil. 



Context of TP 13 with northern wetland to the left. ATP 3, 80 m beyond on the end of the sand ridge.

Archaeological test pit 3. Area about 3.4 x 6.5 m at NZTM E1770572 N5472223. Scraped down in two spits to surface of subsoil. An irregular plan feature on northern side, possibly the back-scarp of an infilled terrace on northern but no unambiguous cultural explanation.  0-30 cm grey sandy loam topsoil, deeper on northern side of section.

 



Arch test pit 3 view to east. Irregular feature on north side, disappears with deeper cut.   

TP14. On crest of ridge west of the northern wetland. 25 cm of dark sandy loam topsoil. On surface of subsoils a dark loam outline with a piece of sea-rafted Taupo pumice scraped by the digger blade. Pumice about the size of a first, 2 large fragments bagged. The loamy outline had no ash, charcoal or hangi stones, appears not to be the base of a firepit or hangi. Pumice has not been burned. Pumice may be a net float but not grooved.





TP 14, Taupo (highly vesicular) pumice from dark lens.

TP15. On broad ridge extending east into northern wetland. Many rabbit warrens and holes but archaeological evidence in any of the outcast sand. 10 cm (very thin) grey sandy loam topsoil.   

Hoanga (grindstone) TP 6 

This was found angled down towards the bottom of the topsoil. It is 24.7 cm long and triangular in section. The faces are 6 to 7 cm wide (varying along the length slightly) and there is fourth smaller face at the widest end at about 45 deg to the long axis.  It is a natural piece of an indurated fine sharp sandstone, with natural fracture lines, river abraded but used as a hoanga. It is not an adze since it has no cutting edge and no evidence of working to create a butt or mounting area.   

Each face including the 45-deg end face have a slightly concave profile across the longitudinal axis. Two faces are slightly bowed along the longitudinal axis.  The sharp sandstone grains can be felt on small fractures along the edges (some fractures may have been deliberately struck) but the main grinding surfaces feel almost as if they are polished. The small chips on the piece are non-conchoidal and the origin of the piece appears to be a natural river-abraded stone. 

Overall this piece appears to have been used as a grindstone for the edges of adzes, chisels or even a mere. The polish caused by abrading of the fine grains of the sandstone may have arisen from use to polish a hard stone such as greenstone. It was probably carried about since it is quite light for a hoanga and may have been used by lodging it in a wooden frame or into the ground.  







The three faces of the hoanga from TP 6.



Linear abrading marks on the face adjacent to the end facet.

Conclusions and implications for future monitoring 

1) No koiwi tangata or traces of storage pits have been found on the high points of the Mansell block of land.

2) The Geotech test pits have given a reasonable sample of the area of the block

3) There are some signs of ancient settlement near the central and northern wetlands and a trace (a buried topsoil) near the southern wetland, indicating that future monitoring should concentrate on these areas.

4) Future monitoring should commence with wide area test pits in the vicinity of the three wetlands.  
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View of archaeology test pit 3 (by digger) looking south



Kevin L. Jones Archaeologist Ltd

6/13 Leeds Street
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kenx1000@gmail.com
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Introduction

This interim report covers the archaeological results of Geotech test pits carried out by RDCL 27, 28 February 2020. The position of the test pits was planned by RDCL apart from three wide-area test pits on hill or ridge crests towards the north end. Generally the Geotech test pits were 1.3 x 2.5 m and down to a depth of about 2.8 m. 



Geotech test pits with archaeology test pits 1-3.



TP5. Levelled area by road entry from Otaihanga Road. A thin 15 cm deep replacement topsoil over unweathered sand. Natural.

TP6. 25 cm of natural dark sandy loam topsoil over 40 cm of displaced sand and a thin buried  topsoil at 65 cm below surface. Disturbance may be from local blowout caused by window but human activity cannot be ruled out. Further investigation warranted on ridge immediately to the west.

  

TP6. Buried topsoil in section.



TP4. On crest of hill overlooking wetland to south adjacent to Otaihanga Road. Appox. 30 cm of dark sandy loam topsoil with a yellow brown subsoil to 60 cm. A natural dune soil, no disturbance. 



TP4.

TP3. In eastern part of wetland with sedge clumps. Approx. 20 cm of peaty loam topsoil on rotted peat to 50 cm. Grey anaerobic silts and water table at 1.6 m. Natural dune lake profile. 

TP1. Not dissimilar to TP3.

TP2. In benched area at foot of slope leading up to protected (earthworks excluded) dune ridge. 0-20 cm sandy loam topsoil, 20-50 grey sandy subsoil, 50+ cm brown sand. 

TP6. On margins of wetland area with sedge clumps, south side. In grass. 0-30 cm grey sandy loam with sandstone hoanga placed vertically. 30-50 cm grey brown subsoil sand. Grey sand and water table at 1.6 m.   

There is a more detailed description of the hoanga at the end of this report. 



TP6. Sandstone hoanga at centre.

TP7. On ridge south of prominent knoll and just north of unusual linear depression recorded as a dray track in the archaeological assessment. Irregular depression in subsoil filled with grey loam topsoil, probably a collapsed rabbit den. No charcoal, burnt stone, ash, burnt soil. 



TP7.

Arch test pit 1

Prominent knoll at NZTM E1770519 N5472043 area approx. 25 m2 stripped in two spits to surface of subsoil. 30 cm brown sandy loam topsoil deeper on north side. Light brown sand forms surface of subsoil. Small moist patches on surface of subsoil do not appear to be post holes.  Natural soils, no koiwi tangata, no outlines of pits.



Surface of subsoil in arch test pit 1, view to west.

TP8. Possible terrace just up hill to west. 0-20 cm grey sand loam topsoil. 20-30 cm y.br. subsoil sand. No trace of terrace fills.  

Arch test pit 2. On top highest point on Mansell property at NZTM 1770409 N5472092. Area 4 x 6 m. 0-20 cm dark sandy loam topsoil. 20-30 cm y.gr. sandy loam subsoil.  Natural soils, no koiwi tangata, no outlines of pits. No disturbance except some rabbit holes infilled and some voids.     



Arch test pit 2, surface of subsoil, view to west.

TP9. Far west of main summit crest. 0-25 grey sandy loam topsoil. 25 cm to base y.gr. sand with pine roots. Natural soil.

TP11. In green area in open NW facing basin, low-lying. 0-25  cm grey sandy loam topsoil. 25-45 brown sandy subsoil. 45 cm grey sand to water table at 1.4 m. Natural soil developed in intermittently wet area. 

    

TP11. 

TP10. At head of north-facing open gully and 30 m downslope from arch test pit 1. 0-40 cm grey loam topsoil, colluvial soil Matawhero type (steady accumulation of sediments and topsoil formation over 100s of years).  40-80 cm brown sandy subsoil some mottles. Water table at 1.8 m.   

TP12. On low dune tail in narrow valley floor. 0-25 cm grey sandy loam, 45 cm deep depression to one side. Y. gr. sand to water table at 2.1.  Natural soil no clear reason for depression.



TP12. Depression at left.

TP13. Part of low saddle to south of main northern wetland near the expressway. 0-25 modern brown sandy loam topsoil. 25-45 cm buried grey brown sandy loam with irregular interface to subsoil sand and frags of light y. br. sand brought up into the layer, a few charcoal lumps.  This fits a key criterion for determining that is a horticultural soil sealed by modern topsoil. 



TP13 showing detail of probable cultivated soil. 



Context of TP 13 with northern wetland to the left. ATP 3, 80 m beyond on the end of the sand ridge.

Archaeological test pit 3. Area about 3.4 x 6.5 m at NZTM E1770572 N5472223. Scraped down in two spits to surface of subsoil. An irregular plan feature on northern side, possibly the back-scarp of an infilled terrace on northern but no unambiguous cultural explanation.  0-30 cm grey sandy loam topsoil, deeper on northern side of section.

 



Arch test pit 3 view to east. Irregular feature on north side, disappears with deeper cut.   

TP14. On crest of ridge west of the northern wetland. 25 cm of dark sandy loam topsoil. On surface of subsoils a dark loam outline with a piece of sea-rafted Taupo pumice scraped by the digger blade. Pumice about the size of a first, 2 large fragments bagged. The loamy outline had no ash, charcoal or hangi stones, appears not to be the base of a firepit or hangi. Pumice has not been burned. Pumice may be a net float but not grooved.





TP 14, Taupo (highly vesicular) pumice from dark lens.

TP15. On broad ridge extending east into northern wetland. Many rabbit warrens and holes but archaeological evidence in any of the outcast sand. 10 cm (very thin) grey sandy loam topsoil.   

Hoanga (grindstone) TP 6 

This was found angled down towards the bottom of the topsoil. It is 24.7 cm long and triangular in section. The faces are 6 to 7 cm wide (varying along the length slightly) and there is fourth smaller face at the widest end at about 45 deg to the long axis.  It is a natural piece of an indurated fine sharp sandstone, with natural fracture lines, river abraded but used as a hoanga. It is not an adze since it has no cutting edge and no evidence of working to create a butt or mounting area.   

Each face including the 45-deg end face have a slightly concave profile across the longitudinal axis. Two faces are slightly bowed along the longitudinal axis.  The sharp sandstone grains can be felt on small fractures along the edges (some fractures may have been deliberately struck) but the main grinding surfaces feel almost as if they are polished. The small chips on the piece are non-conchoidal and the origin of the piece appears to be a natural river-abraded stone. 

Overall this piece appears to have been used as a grindstone for the edges of adzes, chisels or even a mere. The polish caused by abrading of the fine grains of the sandstone may have arisen from use to polish a hard stone such as greenstone. It was probably carried about since it is quite light for a hoanga and may have been used by lodging it in a wooden frame or into the ground.  







The three faces of the hoanga from TP 6.



Linear abrading marks on the face adjacent to the end facet.

Conclusions and implications for future monitoring 

1) No koiwi tangata or traces of storage pits have been found on the high points of the Mansell block of land.

2) The Geotech test pits have given a reasonable sample of the area of the block

3) There are some signs of ancient settlement near the central and northern wetlands and a trace (a buried topsoil) near the southern wetland, indicating that future monitoring should concentrate on these areas.

4) Future monitoring should commence with wide area test pits in the vicinity of the three wetlands.  
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I will be unavailable from 3pm Friday (16th July) until 8am Monday 26th July when I
officially start with Incite. If you require anything next week, it would be best to
contact Eloise Carstens, Resource Consents Team Leader on 027 260 3548 or
at resource.consents@kapiticoast.govt.nz
 
 
 
Nga mihi
 
Marnie Rydon
Principal Resource Consents Planner   

Kāpiti Coast District Council 
Tel 04 296 5508    

www.kapiticoast.govt.nz
 

From: Chris Hansen <chris@rmaexpert.co.nz> 
Sent: Tuesday, 13 July 2021 2:11 PM
To: Marnie Rydon <Marnie.Rydon@kapiticoast.govt.nz>
Cc: Phernne Tancock <phernne.tancock@legalchambers.co.nz>; Richard Mansell
<rmansell@coastlands.co.nz>
Subject: Re: RM210147 - Response from Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai Charitable Trust
- Tieko and Otaihanga, Paraparaumu
 
Hi Marnie
 
I trust the site visit went well for you this morning.  Did you have any follow up
questions or comments that have eventuated from your visit?
 
Also, I understand you are departing from KCDC on Friday but will continue to
process the consent application.  Could you forward me your new contact details
when you have them.
 
Kind regards
 
Chris
 
 
Chris Hansen
RMA Planning Consultant/Company Director
Chris Hansen Consultants Ltd
220 Ross Road, RD7
Whakamarama,Tauranga 3179
ph: 02102645108
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On 9/07/2021, at 1:18 PM, Marnie Rydon
<Marnie.Rydon@kapiticoast.govt.nz> wrote:
 
Kia ora Chris
 
Thank you for providing this, I will add it to the application.
 
We will be undertaking a site visit on Tuesday morning, arriving onsite
just after 11am.
 
 
Nga mihi
 
Marnie Rydon
Principal Resource Consents Planner   

Kāpiti Coast District Council 
Tel 04 296 5508    

www.kapiticoast.govt.nz
 

From: Chris Hansen <chris@rmaexpert.co.nz> 
Sent: Wednesday, 7 July 2021 9:32 AM
To: Marnie Rydon <Marnie.Rydon@kapiticoast.govt.nz>
Cc: Phernne Tancock <phernne.tancock@legalchambers.co.nz>;
Richard Mansell <rmansell@coastlands.co.nz>
Subject: Re: RM210147 - Response from Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Charitable Trust - Tieko and Otaihanga, Paraparaumu
 
Hi Marnie
 
As identified in the resource consent application, we had not received
a response to the proposed subdivision from Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Charitable Trust prior to the lodging of the application, and their
consultant, Madie Davy, had indicated the Trust was happy for the
application to belonged prior to their response be finalised.
 
I have attached the Trust’s response.  Please note that we are
preparing a response to address the points of clarification they raise
and recommendations, and will forward that response to you when
drafted.
 
Please also note that in paragraph 3 a. of the Trust’s response
it suggests that the applicant has not provided a response to the
recommendations it has made in its previous Mana Whenua
assessment (December 2019).  This is not quite correct as I responded
on behalf of the applicant on 23 December 2019 clarifying a number
of points made in the assessment and identifying that there were a
number of technical reports that were being finalised that would
address some of the technical points they raised.  The applicant also
made a commitment at that time to work through the
recommendations with the Trust going forward.
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Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions regarding
the attached response from the Trust.
 
Kind regards
 
Chris
 
 
Chris Hansen
RMA Planning Consultant/Company Director
Chris Hansen Consultants Ltd
220 Ross Road, RD7
Whakamarama,Tauranga 3179
ph: 02102645108
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On 7/07/2021, at 9:03 AM, Marnie Rydon
<Marnie.Rydon@kapiticoast.govt.nz> wrote:
 
Morena Chris
 
Please find attached the acceptance letter for the above
application.
 
I will be in touch in the next few days to let you know
when the site visit will be undertaken.
 
 
Nga mihi

Marnie Rydon

Principal Resource Consents Planner

Tel 04 296 5508 
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The material in this email is confidential to the individual or entity
named above, and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not
the intended recipient please do not copy, use or disclose any
information included in this communication without Kāpiti Coast
District Council’s prior permission.
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<RM210147 - Signed Acceptance Letter - Tieko and
Otaihanga, Paraparaumu.pdf>

The material in this email is confidential to the individual or entity named above, and
may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient please do not
copy, use or disclose any information included in this communication without Kāpiti
Coast District Council’s prior permission.
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